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INTRODUCTION

IHF is a non-religious, non-political, non-profit organization that believes in equal opportunity for all and
preserving the cultures, traditions and beliefs of marginalized communities. Half of International Humanity
Foundation’s (IHF) mission is to educate impoverished and challenged children in marginalized communities,
while learning from them. The other half is to educate adults from all socio economic backgrounds on how to
start their own social movement, nonprofit or direct in one. Thereby passing it on and giving collective voice
to voiceless. While basic level English is the common language used by IHF global volunteers online, IHF
advocates for the preservation and promotion of all languages.
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IHF believes in slow quiet growth with deep
roots. Ihf believes there are many amazing
children and adults who want to learn to
help the world be a better place if given
the opportunity. Our over twenty years as a
successful volunteer organization proves this.
Whether you are interested in donating your
time or financially, come learn more about us
and get to know the wonderful people that
make up our IHF Centers.
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Join the Team.
If interested, you can volunteer with them, globally from your home. Whether an hour a month or an hour a
day, whether experienced or new; your help is needed. Meet many people from diverse cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds globally, while helping children seeking a brighter future. We have five active divisions
needing online volunteers from around the globe helping these teams, while learning valuable life skills.
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Those of us who have received a free education "pass it on", helping others less fortunate by teaching,
interacting and learning. With just a few hours a week or a month, our volunteers, mentors, children and
sponsors are changing the world we live in.
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Looking Ahead
We let out a global sigh: we humans
worldwide, as 2021 ends. Many of us writing
this report and many reading it, have lost loved
ones to COVID and are processing grief over
this and many other losses. Our goal for IHF is
to support each other in the various stages of
grief, and to support our children who are in
high stress and struggling also.
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We are voices of many
languages and beliefs,
coming together for a
better tomorrow...

We try to remind each other that if we lose our ability
to be loving in our stress to meet our goals, then what
purpose are the goals...if spreading only more anger
and intolerance in our frustration to meet them. That
said, we also have six main 2022 goals. Looking out
from 2021, they are our midnight prayers, so to speak.
We are voices of many languages and beliefs, coming
together for a better tomorrow for all the worlds
children and the communities that nurture them.
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Goal 1
That we have more “angels” arrive online from around
the world with interests and skills they volunteer
to IHF in the areas we so need. (Dependable
Volunteers in the areas of Online Educators, Mentors,
Fundraisers & Grant-writers, Social media & Web,
podcast developers, IT and Salesforce familiar
Volunteers... the list goes on & on)

Goal 2
That we are able to find more help for our displaced
and challenged children and students through
sponsors and tablets they can learn online with.

Goal 3
The the Bali Centers Refurbishing goes well and
the Thailand center can then begin it’s mandatory
structural refurbishing (from the earthquakes
foundation shifting), and open its wonderful center to
local and International Volunteers again.

Goal 4
That Kenya Centers is able to rebuild its large Peace
Building that burnt down. This building was our
kitchen and the children’s mess hall. It’s purpose
is also to hold in depth peace workshops between
tribes and help with the free daycare service.

Goal 4 Continued...
Our goal in 2022, (once COVID safe), is to again offer
free babysitting to the many struggling single parents
of our Nakuru area. These loving mothers let their
young children wonder around their neighborhood
in unhealthy groups, not because they want to- but
because they are unable to afford any daycare.

Goal 5
To open all our Centers once again to at center
events, classes & workshops for the children and
communities, while also continuing our online
projects.

Goal 6
That it is safe to bring overseas “Legacy” individuals,
families, and Global University students to our
centers again, as well as Interns and GLD. We don’t
know if there will be time to properly organize this
during the early months of 2022, but are hopeful we
can by mid to late 2022. We so miss the children,
the community and wonderful activities. We are
very worried about them and their most basic needs
getting met.
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These are our goals,
but most important
of all, to share the
tolerance & love that
we all need, no matter
what challenges the
future holds.

About
IHF has offices in Indonesia, Kenya,
Thailand and a small part time
volunteer office in San Diego,
California, in the United States. In
Indonesia we have four centres;
Aceh, Bali, Jakarta and Medan. We
also have one centre in Nakuru,
Kenya and another in Chiang Rai,
Thailand. Each provides a service
specifically tailored to meet the
need of the community around it.
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OUR CENTERS
Nakura, Kenya
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Chiang Rai, Thailand
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Bali, Indonesia
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About
IHF Kenya is an orphanage and children’s home
located in Nakuru, Central Kenya. The centre
is a short matatu ride away from the centre of
town and there are nearly 100 children living
at the centre, most from the Pokot tribe. At
the centre, there are several special projects: a
Medical Clinic, which is staffed by a permanent
nurse; the Peace Farm Initiative, which operates
on a large piece of land located within the IHF
compound; and the Famine Relief Feed, which is
a supply given out to help those back in Pokot.
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Who’s Who?
● Raymond Moyo (GLD Center
Director)
● Elizabeth (Center Manager)
● Beatrice Wairimu (GLD)
● Judith Kimeu (GLD)
● Philomen Mbula (GLD)
● Robert Oking (Local Volunteer)
● Rose (Intern)
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January

Center Updates
● It’s a New Year and our children are excited to
reunite with their friends at school and family
at the center. It’s quite unusual for most of us
to wear masks and sanitize but we are following
the COVID-19 guideline to ensure our children,
volunteers, staff members are safe.
● We have kick started the year with clearing the
land with the help of the local community as it has
been bushy and becoming unsafe for the children.
Despite the help from the community we have also

been getting support from our sponsors and friends
of IHF.
● One of our long term children, Plilan also rejoined
the center and managed to get vacancy and continue
with school. It is very unfortunate that Pokot is
facing tribal wars and that has really affected
some of the children as they’re worried about their
families. However, the government is making efforts
to end this and we do not have anyone from the
center affected as of now.
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Continued...
● We will be marking up our football pitch by next
month and ensuring that the children can continue
with their sport activities. The sports and welfare
club in Nakuru has also been helping the children get
involved with Karate activities. We are hoping to get
more exciting activities for the children so they are
not idle on weekend.

Award Winners
● Student of the Month: Plilan
Plilan is a quiet, shy and disciplined child. He is
currently doing his form 3 in high school. His
willingness to learn and positive mindset is what
makes him standout. Plilan is persistent which makes
him a role model to the other children.
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February

Center Updates
● Sporting Activities within the Center: Recently,
we liaised with the National Youth Service to help
clear the center after a long period of inactivity. The
clearing of the bushes will aid in the setting up of a
new football field and sports space within the center.
With a new field and more space for the children
to engage in sporting activities, we hope that it will
act as a bonding experience for the children and the
staff. This year the children have come together to
form a football team and a karate team. We plan on
helping the children grow their talents and skills in

the different sporting activities that will be available
within the center hopefully from next month.
● Food Security in the Center: As a way of ensuring
food security within the center, we have set aside
a bit of space within the expansive center for our
farming project. For a start, in partnership with the
Kenyan Ministry of Agriculture, we have planted
rows of Kales, indigenous vegetables, potatoes and
avocado trees. Hopefully, this project will help feed
the children sometimes and also to cut back on the
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Continued...
resources available.
● Children Education/Program: Through a new
transformative program and schedule, the
management seeks to aid the children learn, not only
during school time but through compulsory tuition
prep time for the children. During this time, the
children are free to consult with the volunteers on any
difficult educational encounters and subjects.
They are also subjected to lectures and training on life
skills and the various school subjects.
● Planned Fundraiser: Through the management,
the center is organizing a series of local fundraisers
to assist in getting together funds for the
accomplishment of our very ambitious goals and
projects.
The main fundraiser has been scheduled for Easter.
During this time we plan on collecting donations
(Food, Clothes and Gifts) for the children.
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Award Winners
● Student of the Month: Mary Kamama
Mary Kamama has been an exemplary student this
month. As compared to her precedent behavior, Mary
Kamama has displayed tremendous improvement in
the manner of conducting herself among her peers and
the staff. She is receptive to instructions and strives to
improve herself everyday personally, and as a child of
IHF Kenya. We, at IHF Kenya Centre have continually
applauded her for her consistent improvement.
● Volunteer of the Month: Philomen Mbula
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March

Center Updates
● The Kenya center children have closed school and
are now on holiday which is supposed to last for
six weeks. The government of Kenya has however
announced a lockdown and closed down all schools
inclusive of colleges until further notice. This is
due to the rapid increase in COVID-19 cases in
five counties, one of them being Nakuru where our
center is located.
● It is with the best interest of the children that
we release them to Pokot with their families over
this period until we get further notice from the

government. We intend to direct our fundraising
outcome towards food packages and material to
sustain them together with their families while
they’re in Pokot. The government of Kenya also
advises children to be with their families during
holidays, however we take into consideration
that some of our children are from challenging
backgrounds. Therefore, those with critical situations
will remain at the center while observing the
COVID-19 regulations.
● Harriet’s Birthday Party: On 14th March we
celebrated our March babies together with Harriet
who took her time together with her family to enjoy
her special day with the children at IHF. The children
were so excited as they cut the cake and shared
drinks and birthday snacks.
● Easter Love Project: We are continuing with our
fundraising project for Easter to ensure children have
a memorable event. However, with the interference
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Continued...
of lockdown we are going to direct our fundraising
outcomes towards getting children food packages
and materials for their sustainability while they are
with their families until schools open. Your donations
towards this initiative are greatly appreciated.
● Food Security: As a way of improving our nutrition
we decided to start a poultry farm project which is
now giving us results. The children can now have
chicken added to their menu as we have over forty
chickens which also produces eggs. In addition to that
we have been practicing small scale farming which
we are slowly extending with indigenous vegetables
to help the center. The cows have also been of great
help by producing milk for breakfast and as one of our
long term goals we want to get goats for our peace
farm.
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Award Winners
● Student of the Month: Lilian Cheyech
Lilian has been exceptionally disciplined this month.
She has been spending most of her time in the study
room and doing her chores efficiently. Being one of
the older children, the leadership qualities she inhibits
have ignited a spark of inspiration in other children.
We have seen most of her participation in our mentor
programs as she shows more interest in acquiring life
skills to self-develop and improve her standards to the
highest degree. Our center has continually applauded
her for her consistent improvement.
● Volunteer of the Month: Beatrice Wairimu
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Who’s Who?
● Raymond Moyo (GLD Center
Director)
● Beatrice Wairimu (GLD)
● Judith Kimeu (GLD)
● Philomen Mbula (GLD)
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April

Center Updates
Kenya Center currently has events on pending mode
since we are observing COVID-19 guidelines and
waiting for our children to open schools. We are
however accepting initiatives and ideas on activities
we can do to keep our children active during this
period. If the government does not postpone
anything, our children will be back to the center for a
new term before 10th May 2021.
● IHF - Kenya currently has 3 children and required

employees to keep the center running. The team
has been organizing mentorship and online study
buddy programs for the 3 children currently at the
center. Other than studying, our boys have been
participating in soccer activities and being part of the
center maintenance by helping the team in ways they
can.
● The center has been directing more focus on the
Peace Farm Project where we have extended our
farm and planted vegetables to ensure that children
can have food when they come back. We are trying
to make use of the 6 acres of available land with the
resources at our reach.
● Children to open schools on 10th May 2021.
● One of our students passed her KCPE (primary
school finals).
● School materials fundraising project.
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Continued...
● Go-fund-me page.
● Local Fundraising has been part of the weekly
tasks at Kenya center, because of more needs, the
team has been spending their Thursday mornings to
send posters and fliers to different companies and
institutions around Nakuru.
● With the help of Carol Sasaki and Raymond, our
team has been reaching out to friends and IHF
volunteers to help fundraise for school material that
can help our children ahead of schools opening.
● Kenya Center has a Go-Fund-Me page currently
online which is targeted at helping our children

together with their families while they are in Pokot.
You can access the link here.
● Remember you can always send general donations
to IHF - Kenya through the Kenya bank account or
MPESA app.
● To ensure there is transparency and accountability,
we have an auditing team which goes through our
receipts and financial statements. Judith and Harriet
are the main finance people for Kenya center, they
have done a wonderful job so far in collaborating
with other at-home finance volunteers and we
appreciate their work.
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Award Winners
● Volunteer of the month: Robert
Robert has been a great team player in the one month he has
worked with IHF-Kenya as a Local volunteer. He is always there
to fill up the gaps motivating the team with his vibrant energy.
The Media and Outreach teams have been impressive with his
involvement. As he moves to being an At-Home volunteer we hope
that he maintains the same energy and help elevate the center to
greater heights with his wonderful ideas.
● Student of the Month: Lydiah Adoket
One of our best students at IHF Kenya, Lydiah Adoket passed her
final primary school examinations (KCPE) with flying colours. She got
330 points which will allow her to proceed to a good high school.
We are super proud of her performance. Savithri and Raymond are
working on making sure that she gets a school where she can have
adequate school facilities so she can proceed with her education
without any disturbances.
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May

Center Updates
● We are delighted to have our children back at the
center after a one month school break. Our children
have come back in good health ready to tackle the
new school term and it’s many challenges.
To keep them busy we have started off with mentor
programs and online classes with the help of our
esteemed volunteers. Weekends have turned into
practical learning with fun cooking and crafting
activities. We are putting effort in equipping our
children with life skills by maximizing their potential

and tapping into talents that can help them cope
with the intense economic changes in Kenya.
● Schools in Kenya have now reopened so children
are back in school.
● Peace Farm project for self sustainability in
progress, the weather has been favorable.
● We have started looking for local people who can
lease part of our Peace Farm in order to generate
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Continued...
income for the center and help elevate the standards/
provide better facilities for our children.
● Our team has managed to fundraise a few food
materials from the local companies and stores which
has helped a lot in our budget.
● We are currently looking for sponsors who can help
our children to continue with their education. Do not
hesitate to reach out to us to get involved.
● Our team has been working hard to ensure that the
center is a favorable place for academic purposes so
that children can study comfortably. However, it has
not been easy to meet all the needs with the current
state of the pandemic. We are pushing forward local
fundraising to meet some of the important needs our
children have.
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Award Winners
● Volunteer of the Month: Nyadida Lavender
She has been running our social media platform on
instagram and has done an exceptional job in meeting
due dates for her media reports. Nyadida has been
working with us for a year, her most outstanding
input is a policy research she made in information
protection laws. Her hard work and commitment is
admirable.
● Student of the Month: Moses Apura
Apura is one of our eldest children who has been
a big brother and a role model for the rest of the
children. His discipline and composure has earned him
respect. He is becoming more responsible and mature
which is why we are getting him involved in some of
our online teams so he can be equipped with some
extra skills. Apura is currently pursuing a diploma in
Business Studies. He utilizes his extra time by helping
the center with farming activities.
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June

Center Updates
● June has been an amazing month filled with a lot
of fun and educational activities. We have been
teaching our children time management and how
they can juggle between academic and non-academic
activities. Our volunteers in the curriculum team
have ensured that our children can get the help they
need in the core subjects, Mathematics, Biology and
Chemistry. There has been great improvement in
the performance of the children and we are thankful
for that. Schools will be closing on 16th July for a
week and the Kenya center team is already putting
together a schedule to ensure our children have all

the help they need during this time.
● We want to thank all our local and international
donors who supported us this month. Fred Chayil
and Bora Foods ltd are local donors who regularly
visit the center with food materials and we would
like to extend our gratitude for this. This month we
also had donations from Menengai Industries who
are located just opposite the Kenya center. We are
thankful and hope to continue this partnership in the
future.
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Award Winners
● Volunteer Of The Month: Cheryl Ronaldo (Volunteer
from London)
“Dear Cheryl, I really hope you know how appreciative
everyone is for your volunteer online class for Angel.
Thank you so much for coming forward and serving
yourself for this great cause. May God bless You
for your tremendous initiative. Looking forward to
seeking your help more in the future.’’ - Savithri (IHF
Curriculum Team Lead)
● Student of the Month: Emmanuel Kemoi
He has been the most disciplined and hardworking
child this term. Emmanuel is growing up to be a
responsible person and we are very proud of him,
there is a huge difference in his behavior compared
to the past. He is setting the pace for other children
which makes him an inspiration. We hope that he will
maintain this positive attitude all through because
that will make him a better person in the society.
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Who’s Who?
● Raymond Moyo (GLD Center
Director)
● Beatrice Wairimu (GLD)
● Judith Kimeu (GLD)
● Philomen Mbula (GLD)
● Kases (GLD)
● John (GLD)
● Brian and Rose (House)
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July

Center Updates
● One of the IHF children alumni, David Kamau,
visited the center this month with a few of his
friends to engage with the children and give back to
a home which raised him. The children were happy
to see their big brother, we shared a meal and played
games as a family. It was amazing to see David come
back to ‘’pass-it-on’’ and motivate other children
to work hard so they can also come and help their
young brothers and sisters.

term. Ten of our children are now in their final high
school year and will be sitting for final exams in
December 2021 and some in March 2022. The team
is putting in effort in boosting their performance
so that they can pass with flying colors and move
to university. Our student Adoket also moved from
Primary school to her first year in High school. Angel
has also moved from pre-school to first year in
Primary school.

● In light of the wonderful holiday experience,
schools opened on 27th July which started a new

● In a nutshell, Kenya center needs your support
in TEP donations, we have seen a decrease in
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Continued...
sponsorship due to COVID-19 which has affected our
finances. The center is doing the best to keep running
despite the COVID financial situation, with no legacy
from around the world arriving, which has been a
major part of our self sufficiency that is not possible
with both local and world travel on lock down. We
are hoping COVID will end in the coming months, and
very much appreciate our sponsors, volunteers and
friends of IHF who are doing their best to support the
children and keep the center stable.
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August &
September

Center Updates
● A group of the Children that needed to go to Pokot
briefly have returned with Malaria & quite sick. This
happens frequently, but has meant cancelling several
planned Center Activities for the children. They are
well now and we are catching up on activities. We’ve
also been going around schools ensuring that all our
kids academics are progressing despite the many
COVID closures. The change from Pokot to Nakuru
academics has always been a major challenge for
each child and teen. We are so proud of them for not
giving up. Farming activities have been going on well.
We have kales and some other indigenous vegetables

on the farm ensuring that our children are well
nourished and that their basic needs are well met.
● We have been considering leasing of our land in
order to raise funds for our Kenyan center and lucky
enough we found an individual who is willing to lease
the land and hopefully this is going to solve out our
shortage of funds. Our CEO Carol Sasaki bought this
land for us in cash fifteen years ago and have it to us
in order to assure the Children of Nakuru and East
Central Pokot always have a source of food, love and
help. Certainly during this COVID crises, leasing a
part of our land will be helpful.
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Award Winners
● Volunteer Of The Month: Judith
Judith is our volunteer of the month, Volunteers
around the world are driven by a single purpose: to
leave the world in a better place than they found
it. Volunteering is one of the most challenging, yet
rewarding, adventures you will ever experience in
your life and I am happy to say that indeed we are
blessed to have Judith as our volunteer at IHF Kenya
center. As a volunteer, Judith has fearlessly put the
needs of our children before her own emotions. Her
bottomless reservoir of patience and tenacity are
crucial skills that our youngsters here at IHF have
enjoyed.
● Student of the Month: Mercy Chepkite
Throughout this school year, the IHF family have

stressed the importance of always “choosing kind.”
The September Student of the Month definitely is
a role model to others in being able to choose kind
in all life situations. Mercy Chepkite is such a sweet
young lady who greets her fellow children and staff
each morning and afternoon with a smile and kind
words. Being polite is just part of who she is and
how she treats others. She doesn’t draw attention
to herself, but she does what needs to be done. She
actively participates in class and does a nice job
on her work without needing praise or attention.
We can always count on her to do the right thing
whether we are watching or not. Daily she does
what she needs to do with a sweet disposition and
without being involved in any kind of drama. It has
been a true pleasure to have Mercy in our center,
and we are more than proud to have her as our
September Student of the Month.
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Who’s Who?
● Judith Kimeu (GLD)
● Philomen Mbula (GLD)
● Kases (GLD)
● John (GLD)
● Brian and Rose (House)
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October

Center Updates
● The center has been directing more focus on the
Peace Farm Project where we have extended our
farm and planted vegetables to ensure that children
can have enough food on the table. We are trying to
make use of the available land with the resources at
our reach.
● The children are currently undertaking their term’s
exams, we have seen them work hard and we have
faith in them that they will make us proud.
● Majority of the Children close schools between

Wednesday 29th and Thursday 30th September. We
are not sure how long the closure will be for, due to
COVID.
● IHF Nakuru Center staff and volunteers work
together as a team to ensure our children have
the best since we believe they deserve the best.
The team has been organizing mentorships and
online study buddy programs for the children at the
center. Other than studying, our boys have been
participating in soccer activities and being part of the
center maintenance by helping the team in ways they
can.
● With the help of Carol Sasaki and Judith, our team
has been reaching out to friends of IHF (Nairobi and
Nakuru) to start fundraising for the Christmas holiday
to make it memorable for our kids.
● To ensure there is transparency and accountability,
we have an auditing team which goes through our
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Continued...
receipts and financial statements. John, Kases, Savithri
and Harriet and William are the main finance people
for Kenya center. They have done a wonderful job
so far in collaborating with other at-home finance
volunteers and we appreciate their work.

Award Winners
● Volunteer of the month: Kases
A good volunteer takes instructions and executes
them. A great volunteer doesn’t just do their work
perfectly, but also finds newer, better ways of getting
it done. As a volunteer, there will be many times
where you are faced with complex situations, which
require novel solutions to maneuver through. Our
volunteer of the month is none other than Kases,
when nothing seems to be going well and the situation
looks dire, the one thing that keeps a Kases going is
genuine passion for his work and therefore I would
like to take this opportunity to thank him for
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Continued...
his selflessness and focus and also for bringing his new skills to the
table not only of great beneficiary to our children but also to the
entire team as well.
● Volunteer of the month: Vivian Chepterit
It is our honor to have Vivian Chepterit as our October student
of the month, Vivian is currently a candidate at Kiamunyi High
school. Vivian has an outstanding work ethic for a high schooler.
She uses class time well and hardly ever has unfinished homework
and disciplinary issues. I have been so impressed with her, she
loves to read and it shows when she participates in her reading
discussion group at the center. She goes to school motivated to do
her best and to beat her individual goals...which we are as sure as
the sun rises in the east that she will!! Vivian has a very active role
in leadership and all the girls at the center and at school see her
as a role model to them. She has amazing school pride and loves
whatever she does. Her favorite subjects in school are History and
Religious Education. Congratulations Vivian for being our student of
the month!
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November &
December

Center Updates
● The center has been directing more focus on the
Peace Farm Project where we have extended our
farm and planted vegetables to ensure that children
can have enough food on the table. We are trying
to make use of the available land with the resources
at our reach. We are already working with our local
volunteers to prepare for the December exams and
the Christmas Holiday before schools close and
the children return to Pokot for the long break. We
are anxious they not return unwell again and are
healthy and safe while there. Pokot stays are so very

important for the children so preparation is needed.
● The children are really working hard at school
and also happily helping with chores at the center
especially during the weekends.
● Half term mid break for the children to start in
between 18th and 19th of November until 23rd.
And the in December with Christmas is the longer
winter break. When attending school their hours
are long. Leaving for school around 6 am and often
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Continued...
not arriving home from school until after 6 pm for the
older children. This is to catch up from all the COVID
closures.
● IHF Nakuru Center staff and volunteers work
together as a team to ensure our children have the
best since we believe they deserve the best. The team
has been organizing mentorships and online study
buddy programs for the children at the center. Other
than that, our children are doing great by being part
of the center maintenance and also helping the team
in ways they can.
● We recently had our talent show for the children, it
is generally believed that some people are born with
certain talents‚ for instance in sports or music while
others are not.
However, it is sometimes claimed that any student can
be taught to become a good sportsman or a singer.
the statement is pretty true that some children are
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Continued...
born with talent while some are not but also children
if trained at young can achieve perfection. Our
children possess such amazing talents in singing,
dancing and modeling.
● To ensure there is transparency and accountability,
we have an auditing team which goes through our
receipts and financial statements. John, Kases, Savithri
and Harriet are the main finance people for Kenya
center, they have done a wonderful job so far in
collaborating with other at-home finance volunteers
and we appreciate their work.
● The local Volunteers, with Judith at the realm, had a
delightful Christmas Party for those Children not still
out in Pokot for the long Winter break. The videos of
the party show how much fun they had. And we are
so deeply thankful to the community. For the majority
of children in Pokot still, there are donated clothes,
shoes, and school supplies that will delight them. We
are so very thankful to our IHF volunteers and donors.
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Award Winners
● Volunteer of the month: John
A good volunteer takes instructions and executes them. A great volunteer doesn’t just do their work perfectly,
but also finds newer, better ways of getting it done. As a volunteer, there will be many times where you are
faced with complex situations, which require novel solutions to maneuver through. Our volunteer of the month
is none other than John, when nothing seems to be going well and the situation looks dire, the one thing that
keeps a John going is genuine passion for his work and therefore I would like to take this opportunity to thank
him for his selflessness and focus and also for bringing his new skills to the table not only of great beneficiary
to our children but also to the entire team as well.
● Student of the month: Ben Kamerino
It is with great honor and joy that I present Ben Kamerino as our November student of the month. On behalf
of the International Humanity Foundation Kenya center, I nominate and award Ben Kamerino for November’s
Student of the Month. Ben is kind, respectful, and positive. She has a contagious joy and is a diligent worker.
Though there are many challenges to this year, Ben has handled himself with grace. He is an exemplary
student and possesses the character traits of a great Husky. His behavior is exemplary and has always been a
role model to other children at the center. His favorite food is Chapati and green gram. His favorite subject is
Chemistry.
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About
IHF Chiang Rai is the home to twelve children
ranging from seven to seventeen and also
supports the university education of a
further child. The centre provides a home
and additional educational support for all the
children; returning from school the children do
their house chores and then receive classes in
English as well as numerous other areas ranging
from art to sport to drama and dance. All of the
children’s costs are borne by IHF sponsorships in education, general living and medical support.
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Center Updates

Thailand IHF has remained closed to Volunteers
during COVID. We are not accepting volunteers,
sponsors or donations for Thailand until after all
COVID safety measures can be met and the IHF
Center there further refurbished as planned and
voted on. Please do look toward volunteering with
our at home opportunities or with our Indonesian
and Kenyan Centers until then. Thank you.
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About
IHF Jakarta is located in an eastern suburb of
the Indonesian capital city; the center is both an
orphanage with 5 children living at the center
and an educational center that caters English,
Math, and Computing classes. Roughly 300 kids
attend classes at the center every week, 30 of
which are T.E.P students.
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Who’s Who?
● Chairunnisa “Ika” Rahmalia (Co
Director)
● Elsa Pasya (Intern)
● Board Members: Ayu Yuli
(Chief), Ade Sucipto (Secretary),
Siti Djubaedah (Treasure), Joko
Apriyanto (Supervisor)
● Evelyn (Online Teacher)
● Pingkan (Online Teacher)
● Asmaa Touli (Online Teacher)
● Jefri (Online Teacher)
● Farah (Online Teacher)
● Indriyani (Sponsor Relation)
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Fundraising Update
January

14 children of IHF Jakarta are in need of Guardian
Angels to support their educational needs. With $15
per month, you’ll help the children living in poverty
get the education they deserve.

Center Updates

Award Winners

● Last month, we received a donation to renovate
the center’s front yard and the first-floor bathroom.
We are so grateful for the no-name giver so this
month the center looks nicer than before.

● Volunteer of The Month: Jefri Parulian

● After the long holiday, we are continuing our online
class program in February. In this semester we will
add one more class for Math 6th Grade. In total we
have 6 online classes on-going. Thus, we are still
open for donations “The Internet Package” which we
will distribute to the children that are attending the
class.

Congratulations to Jefri Parulian as the winner
of volunteer of the month! Jefri has been a local
volunteer of IHF Jakarta since 2018.
In February, he will join the team again and help the
6th graders in learning math via online. Jefri is a very
committed and dedicated person. Although he lives
1.5 hour from the center, he always comes to teach
the kids on Saturday. Thank you for all the hard work,
Jefri!
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February

Fundraising Update
● In 2020, we had only 4 out of 22 classes that have
been sponsored, so we’re dependent upon foreign
University students and groups coming to learn,
while also supporting our classes and activities. Since
the virus outbreak, we canceled all such planned
yearly visitors and all the physical activities. We
have reallocated the sponsorships to online classes
and trying to help the children without internet
or laptops. Since the request for online learning
increased, we will begin Math and English class for
6th graders starting from this month.

Hence, we are looking for sponsors to support the
internet costs for the children and the courses.
These sponsorships will be helpful for IHF children
accessing the education they need, such as the
internet data bundles, learning resource, and
platform subscriptions. Willing to be a sponsor for
this program? Check our sponsorship page for more
information.

Volunteer Update
● February is a month full of love and joy. We are
so thrilled to hear good news from two of our board
members, Ade and Ayu. They got married this month
on 21st February 2021. We wish them a long happy
marriage, and hopefully they’d become a sakinah
mawaddah warohmah family!
Best wishes also given to our beloved Co Director,
Ika, as she is our birthday girl this month. Ika has
shared many wonderful times with the IHF Family!
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March

Fundraising Update
● For March 2021, we had 1 out of 8 classes that
have been sponsored. Since the virus outbreak, we
canceled all the physical activities and reallocated
the sponsorships to online classes. In Jakarta Center,
we have 7 online classes for Math and English Class
ranging from 5th Grade Elementary School to 9th
Grade Junior High School, and we also have 1 special
activity online class. We need your help to fund our
classes so we can continue to provide the education
for IHF children. By donating $30 a month, you will

help us to cover the operational cost needed to keep
the class running and help the children so in need
of this help. Check our sponsorship page for more
information. Although the schools in Jakarta are held
online, the kids still have to spend money for their
books, internet quota, class materials, and other stuff
that they have to provide to continue their learning
activity in school. There are several students in
Jakarta Center who need a sponsorship to help them
to cover these expenses.
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Continued...
Give your support by sponsoring their education. Check our
sponsorship page for more information.

Volunteer Update
In March we have a volunteer who ties the knot. Hilal, our longtime volunteer had a wedding ceremony at the beginning of this
month. We are truly happy and excited for his wedding. We wish
him a long marriage full of happiness and love.

Events
● In March, we organized two webinars. The title is ‘Career 101 :
Tips Dan Trik Dalam Mencari Kerja’. The webinar talks about the
tips and tricks in the job application process, from the CV writing
to the interview process. The event was divided into two parts. The
first part was held on 14th March, 2021 and we have Ridho Bima
Pamungkas, Senior Talent Acquisition from Ruangguru as a speaker
and Farah Usman as a moderator. On 21st March, 2021, we held
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Continued...
the Part 2 of the webinar with the speaker Winny
Mulyasasmita, Associate Consultant from Bain &
Company and moderator Dian Larasati. The speakers
in both webinars have delivered a very insightful
talk show about the recruitment process and how to
leave a good impression to the recruiter. We have our
IHF highschool students and student alumni as the
participants. IHF volunteers and the people outside of
IHF also attended this event. Although in IHF Jakarta
we have a number of children who continue their
studies to college, there are also a lot of them whose
families urgently need them to get a job right after
finishing high school or working while continuing their
studies. Many of our students are the first in their
families to ever finish Highschool and we are VERY
proud of them. We feel the need to help them to get
to know the job recruitment process by organizing this
webinar. Hopefully they will be better prepared for
their job recruitment process.
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Who’s Who?
● Chairunnisa “Ika” Rahmalia (Co
Director)
● Elsa Pasya (Intern)
● Board Members: Ayu Yuli (Chief),
Ade Sucipto (Secretary), Siti Djubaedah
(Treasure), Joko Apriyanto (Supervisor)
● Evelyn (Math Teacher)
● Daus (English Teacher)
● Farah (English &
Math Teacher)
● Jefri (Math Teacher)
● Asmaa Touil (English Teacher)
● Pingkan (English Teacher)
● Indriyani (Sponsor Relation)
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April

Center Updates
● Class & Sponsorship: In April, we decided to
manage two more classes for the elementary
children. We are so thrilled to hear that the 4th
Graders frequently requested for online classes as
the final exam is coming up in two months. To keep
the online program continuing, the sponsors for the
classes are highly needed. Be a sponsor today, give
impact forever! Check our sponsorship page for more
information.
● Welcome back Daus and Evelyn: Daus has been
our English teacher since January 2020. Although

his volunteering time was cut shortly after March
last year, he is ready to teach his beloved kids
again in Grade 4. The better news is that Grade 4 is
totally enthusiastic about having online classes not
only for English but also Math subjects, and Evelyn
(Math teacher for Grade 8) will be filling the teacher
position. Thank you Daus & Evelyn!
● Special Activities: My Profession Series: This
month, we are planning to have Special Activities
about jobs and occupations, where our volunteers
dedicate one day to share not only their professional
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Continued...
careers and stories, but also inspirational messages to
IHF children in elementary schools. This class activity
aims to give insights as well as motivations to the
children so that they don’t lose hope in chasing their
dreams.
● IHF Sharing is Caring #RamadanSpecial: As a muslim
mayority country, Indonesia celebrates the holy month
of Ramadan every year. The mosques are filled with
prayers and the city will be busier in the evening as
many food streets are popping up for iftar. In this
special month, IHF Jakarta is collecting donations to
help the people in need through food supplies and
iftar meals.
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May

Center Updates
● April ended with heartbreaking news. Indonesia
and the world mourned the sinking of Indonesia’s
Navy submarine KRI Nanggala-402 in the Bali waters.
Our prayers and thoughts are with the families and
loved ones of the crewmen who went down with the
ship in the early hours of April 21, 2021. May God
rest their souls in peace.
This month, we start our academic activities with
a Special Class about Profession. In this class, our
volunteers dedicate one day to share not only
their professional careers and stories, but also
inspirational messages to IHF children in elementary

schools. This class activity aims to give insights
as well as motivations to the children so that
they don’t lose hope in chasing their dreams. The
first profession we introduced to the children is
Indonesian Navy: TNI AL (Tentara Nasional Indonesia:
Angkatan Laut). In this class, we have Kak Rizal
Malawi as our Guest Speaker. Kak Rizal is one of
Jakarta local volunteers who is serving in Indonesian
Navy, contributing to the cultivation of the maritime
sector in Indonesia by providing the nautical safety
information through bathymetric data processing.
We are planning to keep the Special Class and
Online Program continuing. Be our sponsors now to
contribute!
● Eid Al Fitr: After facing a 30-day long Ramadan,
we finally celebrate Eid Al Fitr. Eid day happened to
be on 13th of May. This is so unfortunate that the
pandemic hasn’t ended this year, so we repeat the
same celebration like last year: stay at home, no mass
Eid praying in the mosques, and no gathering for
more than 5 people in the house.
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Continued...
● The Education Program: Although the schools in
Jakarta are held online, the kids still have to spend
money for their books, internet quota, class materials,
and other stuff that they have to provide to continue
their learning activity in school. There are several
students in Jakarta Center who need a sponsorship to
help them to cover these expenses. Give your support
for their education by sponsoring a kid today!
● Class Sponsorship: In Jakarta Center, we have 7
online classes for Math and English Class ranging from
4th Grade Elementary School to 9th Grade Junior
High School, and we also have 1 special activity
online class. We need your help to fund our classes
so we can continue to provide the education for IHF
children. By donating $30 a month, you will help us to
cover the operational cost needed to keep the class
running and for helping these children. Check our
sponsorship page for more information.
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June

Center Updates
● Dania’s Birthday: Embracing her new age, Dania
(our long-term volunteer), celebrated her birthday by
sharing meals and giving food packages to the TEP
children. Happy birthday to Dania, wishing her many
blessings and happiness.
● The Education Program: Entering July, all schools
in Jakarta ended this semester with final exams.
Also, the schools are opening registration for new
students. Sadly, we couldn’t recruit new children

for IHF due since it’s too risky to go to the slum
areas. New semester will begin in the middle of
July, continuing with the online learning system.
Therefore, our current children will need money for
their books, internet quota, class materials, and other
stuff that they have to provide to continue their
learning activity in school. There are several children
in the Jakarta Center who need a sponsorship to help
them to cover these expenses. Give your support for
their education by sponsoring a child today!
● Class Sponsorship: In Jakarta Center, we have 7
online classes for Math and English Class ranging
from 4th Grade Elementary School to 9th Grade
Junior High School, and we also have 1 special
activity online class. We need your help to fund our
classes so we can continue to provide the education
for IHF children. By donating $30 a month, you will
help us to cover the operational cost needed to keep
the class running. Check our sponsorship page for
more information.
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Who’s Who?
● Chairunnisa “Ika” Rahmalia (Co
Director)
● Elsa Pasya (Intern)
● Board Members: Ayu Yuli (Chief),
Ade Sucipto (Secretary), Siti Djubaedah
(Treasure), Joko Apriyanto (Supervisor)
● Iwan (Math Teacher)
● Daus (English Teacher)
● Febriani (English Teacher)
● Jefri (Math Teacher)
● Asmaa Touil (English Teacher)
● Indriyani (Sponsor Relation)
● Dyandra (English Teacher)
● Dewi (Math Teacher)
● Teta (English Teacher)
● Salsabila (Math Teacher)
● Sherly (English Teacher)
● Faizah (Math Teacher)
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July

Center Updates
● July means hot weather and a little bit of rain every
2 or 3 weeks. As the summer’s coming, we need
to stay hydrated and take a really good care of our
health as the pandemic isn’t over yet.
● All schools in Jakarta ended this semester with
final exams. In the 2nd week,The schools open
registration for new students. Sadly, we couldn’t
recruit new children for IHF due since it’s too risky
to go into the crowded, dense slum areas. New
school year began in the middle of July, continuing
with the online learning system. Therefore, our

current children will need money for their books,
internet quota, class materials, and other stuff that
they have to provide to continue their learning
activity in school. There are several children in the
Jakarta Center who need a sponsorship to help them
to cover these expenses. Give your support for their
education by sponsoring a child and a class!
● On the 20th of July, the muslim celebrated Eid
al-Adha. Eid al-Adha, lit known as Festival of the
Sacrifice is the latter of the two official holidays
celebrated within Islam (the other being Eid al-Fitr
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Continued...
or ‘Festival of the Breaking of the Fast’). On this day
many muslim will donate goat and/or cow and share
the meat to their neighboors, the poor, and people in
need. Usually, muslim household use this chance for
family gathering and to make sure no one needy in
any communities are left homeless or without help.
They will provide yummy meat-based dishes and Raya
cookies. Unfortunately we couldn’t have the merry
celebration since last year due to the pandemic.
The government gave a stricter restriction as the
COVID-19 cases have been highly rising since the
beginning of July. With high rates of cases and strict
regulation, many people in Jakarta become aware of
the importance of obeying the protocols and getting
vaccinated. We are hoping that the situation in Jakarta
gets better each and every day and the pandemic
ends soon.
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August

Center Updates
● August is an important month for Indonesians, as
Indonesia Independence Day is celebrated in this
month. In IHF Jakarta Center, we usually have a
special celebration for Indonesia Independence Day.
The kids will come to the Jakarta Center to sing the
national anthem and to compete in several games.
Since we cannot invite the kids to the Center, we
brought the competition to their house by holding
virtual competition. The event was held for two
days on the 21st and 22nd of August 2021. The
kids can join in three types of competition, which
are the Independence Day Quiz (who will test their
knowledge about Indonesia), Indonesia Tangguh

Poem Writing and Reading competition (where
they have to create a poem and send an audio or a
video of them reading their poem), and also Singing
Indonesian Folk Song competition. The winner of this
competition would receive internet data. On the last
day of the event, the children in Jakarta participated
in singing the ‘Indonesia Pusaka’ song with the
children from Bali and Medan. The kids are very
excited and happy. They wished for another similar
event in the future.
● After a break in July to prepare for the new
semester, in the beginning of August we started the
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Continued...
online classes. In addition to the class that we already
have in the last semester, we also open the new
online Math Class and English Class for the 3rd grade
elementary students and 7th grade junior highschool
students.
● Some of the volunteers who taught the online
classes in the last semester are not able to continue
to teach this semester. They are Farah, Evelyn, and
Pingkan. We are so grateful for their volunteering
service during the last semester online classes. With
their help as well as the other volunteers, we are
able to give free education for IHF children. And we
also have great news! Our volunteers who used to
teach Math and English classes before the COVID
Pandemic happened, decided to come back and started
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Continued...
teaching in the online classes. We have lost many of our long
term volunteers helping us over many years, because their family
businesses are in crises and need their full time help, in addition
to family illness etc. We are keenly aware IHF, after over twenty
years, might be long term effected by the prolonged pandemic,
along with the world. So it is with added joy to announce we have
returned Iwan, Dewi, Teta, Salsabila, and Indri―our long-time
volunteers, who started teaching this month. Even if they can only
stay periodically, dependent on family circumstances- we are so
filled with joy when they can.
We also have wonderful new volunteers, Dyandra, Sherly and
Febriani, who will also join as a teacher. If you are interested in
supporting IHF online classes, you can support us by sponsoring
IHF online classes. Or if you are an Indonesian, you can volunteer
as a teacher in one of our online classes. Check our sponsorship
and volunteer page for more information.
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September

Center Updates
● IHF Jakarta Center welcomes the month of
September with gratitude! This is because the
number of COVID cases in Jakarta has drastically
declined. After a very, very long, sad period of time
where the number of infected people was high, now
the people in Jakarta can feel a bit relieved. The
strict lockdown also has been loosened a little bit,
although there are still protocols for the people who
enter the public area and mask should still be worn
outside of the house and in public areas. Some few
schools also started to open face-to-face classes as

a trial before more schools are permitted to open
face-to-face classes. As for IHF Jakarta, we will wait
for the best time to allow the kids and the volunteers
to come to the Center, to ensure their health and
safety.
● We also have another great news this month!
Starting September, we have a new Global
Leadership Development (GLD) in Jakarta. Her name
is Dina. As a GLD, Dina will be trained with various
teams to enable her to understand IHF as a whole,
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Continued...
so she can be fit to become a Co-Director. Her
addition to the teams have been a great help for IHF,
especially for IHF Jakarta.
● The online classes in Jakarta are also running
well. The kids are enthusiastic and there are some
new students who will join our classes. We are also
planning to open two new online classes this month.
One is Basic English class, and the other one is Math
class for 9th graders.
● If you want to support our online classes, you can go
to the IHF website and start sponsoring a class! Your
support will help us to be able to give a free education
for these children so they will have a better chance
in life. You can also support IHF by volunteering for
IHF. As a volunteer, you will gain knowledge about
managing an NGO and have a chance to meet fellow
volunteers from various backgrounds and countries.
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Who’s Who?
● Chairunnisa “Ika” Rahmalia (Co
Director)
● Elsa Pasya (Intern)
● Board Members: Ayu Yuli (Chief),
Ade Sucipto (Secretary), Siti Djubaedah
(Treasure), Joko Apriyanto (Supervisor)
● Iwan (Math Teacher)
● Daus (English Teacher)
● Febriani (English Teacher)
● Jefri (Math Teacher)
● Asmaa Touil (English Teacher)
● Indriyani (Sponsor Relation)
● Dyandra (English Teacher)
● Dewi (Math Teacher)
● Teta (English Teacher)
● Salsabila (Math Teacher)
● Sherly (English Teacher)
● Faizah (Math Teacher)
● Shania (Math Teacher)
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October

Center Updates
● We welcome October with a happy face. As the
number of COVID-19 cases has declined, the day
is starting to feel like the normal day before the
pandemic. Although the protocols to prevent COVID
spread are still implemented, the huge number of
people who already get vaccinated seems like also
helping to prevent the spread of the disease.
● In the Jakarta Center, we are very excited because
we have some new volunteers. There is marvelous
Marcella, who joined the Event Team and Human
Resource Team. We also have Muhammad, a new

local volunteer who will be a Teacher Volunteer and
who will also helping in Event Team. We believe that
this new addition to the team will bring more positive
impact to IHF Jakarta, especially to our IHF children.
● Although we have some good news, there is also
a sad news. Chairunnisa, our treasured and loved
Jakarta Co-Director term will end this month. But
she will still be training new volunteers joining in the
Finance Team and Sponsor Processing Team.
● For our Math and English Online Classes, we
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Continued...
are happy that we have some new students who are
joining the class. The teacher is also excited to have
new students in their class. Your support will help us
to be able to give a free education for these children
so they will have a better chance in life.
● You can also support IHF by volunteering for IHF. As
a volunteer, you will gain knowledge about managing
an NGO and have a chance to meet fellow volunteers
from various backgrounds and countries.
● October 28 is a special day for Indonesians,
because they celebrate the Youth Pledge Day. On
this day, Indonesians commemorate the day when
the youths from Aceh to Papua gathered to vow for
Indonesia unification on October 28, 1928. On this
important day, as it became the stepping stone of the
establishment of Indonesia as a country, pledging one
homeland, in order to protect our 17,000 plus islands,
and many religions and diverse cultures protected by
joining as one nation, and one language, that is now
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Continued...
called Indonesia. We have an amazing constitution guaranteeing
the peaceful protection of all our religions and tribes. Did you
know Indonesia, while mostly Muslim, also has strong active
Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, and many other religions and
beliefs, all respecting each other. Did you know Indonesia has one
of the largest functioning Matriarchal Cities/ District in the world?
There is so much about Indonesia we would humbly love to share,
while eager to learn about your country also. This world and all its
children and flowers so wonderous.
To celebrate our exciting Indonesian Day, some students from
IHF Indonesia sent a video of them dancing Indonesian traditional
dance. This video will be posted on IHF’s social media. This video
is a reminder that although they come from different culture,
religions and places in Indonesia, as an Indonesian they are also
one big family.
● In Jakarta Center, we have 8 online classes for Math and English
Class ranging from 3rd Grade Elementary School to 7th Grade
Junior High School, and we also have 1 special activity online
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Continued...
class. Currently we only have one class that has been
sponsored. We need your help to fund our classes
so we can continue to provide the education for IHF
children. By donating $30 a month, you will help us
to cover the operational cost needed to keep the
class running. We also have some IHF children who
received sponsorship for helping them to be able to
continue their education. The sponsorship, called The
Education Program (TEP), that they received will be
used to provide the things that will help them with
their education, such as to buy books and school
supplies, to pay school transportation costs and to pay
extracurricular fees, or to buy lunch. A portion of the
TEP sponsorship will also be used to fund the classes
in IHF. We have seven childrens who received TEP
this month, and we have one kid who received Orphan
Sponsorship, Medical Sponsorship, and The Education
Program - University. There are eight children who are
not receiving TEP sponsorship yet. You can help these
kids to afford the stuff they need to continue their
education by sponsoring them. Check our sponsorship
page for more information.
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November &
December

Center Updates
● We are so happy to announce that we have a new
GLD in Jakarta. Marcella, who previously took the
At-Home Volunteer position, agreed to take on a new
challenge as a GLD. She had done many excellent
jobs while she was an At-Home Volunteer, therefore
we believe that she will be excellent as a GLD.
● During COVID-19 pandemic our classes are taking
place online to ensure the safety of IHF children and
teachers, without reducing our encouragement to
learn & teach. We currently have 10 classes.

Events
● Indonesia National Heroes Day is intended to
commemorate the service of heroes who fought
for Indonesia’s independence. By commemorating
Indonesia National Heroes Day, it is hoped that we,
as the nation’s next generation, can emulate the
values of heroism and helping people around us, in
our daily lives.In the present we can still be heroes,
by continuing to spread kindness and happiness to
others, young and old.
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Continued...
● In November we also celebrate Universal Children’s
Day which falls on November 20th. For 2021 Theme
of the celebration is A Better Future for Every Child.
Everyone is recovering from the pandemic, especially
children and young people who have lost their parents
and couldn’t afford to develop their education.
● Happy Universal Children’s Day, November 20th.
The theme of 2021 celebration is “a better future
for every child”. Everyone is recovering from the
pandemic, especially children and young people who
have lost their parents and couldn’t afford to develop
their education. Us as an International Non-Profit that
provides education and safe home to impoverished
children is very concerned about this situation.
● Continuing from our previous series activities: “My
profession -- a sharing session” with IHF children from
a professional on how to reach their dream job. For
the next session IHF is going to invite a Writer, Ziadah
Ziad. She was born and raised in Lombok, Indonesia.
Since she was a kid she spent her free time writing
fairytale stories and poems. Her career began when
she worked in a small paper company in Iowa.
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And now she becomes a writer, translator and English
teacher. One of her notable publications is Petualangan
Anjani (The Adventure of Anjani) by GIZ Indonesia and
ASEAN, picture-book Ijo Balit dan Sepasang Sungai (Ijo
Balit and a pair of River) by Inovasi, Aku Anak Gili (I’m
Children of Gili) by Enjoy Life and Ethical Coach. For
more info check our speaker’s Instagram here.
● By creating this event we hope that IHF Children
will be inspired and get a better understanding on how
to reach their dreams. And soon we can invite more
speakers from different professions to share and guide
them.
● In Jakarta Center, we have 10 online classes for
Math and English Class ranging from 3rd Grade
Elementary School to 7th Grade Junior High School,
and we also have 1 special activity online class.
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Continued...
● Currently we only have one new class that has
been sponsored. We need your help to fund our
classes so we can continue to provide the education
for IHF children. By donating $30 a month, you will
help us to cover the operational cost needed to keep
the class running.
● We also have some IHF children who received
sponsorship for helping them to be able to continue
their education. The sponsorship, called The
Education Program (TEP), that they received will be
used to provide the things that will help them with
their education, such as to buy books and school
supplies, to pay school transportation costs and to
pay extracurricular fees, or to buy lunch. A portion
of the TEP sponsorship will also be used to fund the
classes in IHF.
● We have seven childrens who received TEP
this month, and we have one kid who received
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Orphan Sponsorship, Medical Sponsorship, and The
Education Program - University. There are eight
children who are not receiving TEP sponsorship yet.
You can help these kids to provide the stuff they
need to continue their education by sponsoring
them. Check our sponsorship page for more
information.

Award Winners
● Children Award: Ayunda
Ayunda is a fourth grade student. She is a diligent
kid in her class and she always follows the class well.
Her favourite subject in IHF is Math. She really likes
reading and writing, as well as travelling. To become
a doctor is what she wants to be when she grows
up. We sincerely wish that she will be able to fulfil
her dream and be able to pass on the kindness and
knowledge to the people who need it.

About
IHF Medan Center specializes in helping the
poorest of the poor that come from many tribes,
which are now living in inner city poverty.
Some of the people we help are often single
mothers (father deceased) who work as house
maids, pedi-cab-men (who earns money by
driving passengers in their tricycle) and other
labourers who make below living wages. They
only make their little amount of money on days
that they can find customers. Medan does not
have an Orphanage and is also very full with
350 wonderful students that we love and teach
English, Math and Computer.
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Who’s Who?
● Siti (Director)
● Selvi Manik (Co-Director)
● Kerryn Muleya (Co-Director)
● Reckha Windi Khan (Co-Director)
● William Wicaksana (Co-Director)
● Septian Anugrah (Head of Building
and maintenance)
● Vicky Rahman Sambas
(Staff of Building and maintenance)
● Wildatul Yaumi Absy (Teacher)
● Nur Rahma Rohaniah (Teacher)
● Retno Wulandari
(Teacher and Member of Public relations)
● Elma Adira Pasya (Head of finance)
● Juli Indriani (Special activities organizer)
● Yuli Artika (Special activities organizer)
● Dini Novia (Lead of Center reports)
● Rasyid (Staff of Building and maintenance)
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January

Center Updates
● New Year New Hope. 2020 was a difficult year
for us due to the COVID 19 pandemic which is still
happening until now. It makes children unable to study
at the center. Something our poorest children very
much needed in order to keep up in school. But that
hasn’t taken away from our hopes for 2021. We will
continue to conduct English online learning as best we
can and try to find used laptops for the many children
that have none. At the beginning of this year, we were
very happy because there were as many as 40 new
volunteers who joined the IHF Medan family. Together
we will try our best to build IHF even better this year.
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February

Center Updates
● Welcoming Our New Local Volunteers
At the beginning of this year we had recruited 40
new local volunteers to help us in IHF Medan Center.
We are so grateful that there are so many volunteers
who want to join us with their enthusiasm- though
we are all nervous with the new COVID outbreak.

strides. The participants in the Nazifa class are
currently learning how to introduce themselves in
email and blog then how to use the punctuation in
every sentence. The class was fun and the students
understood how to make the sentences and the
punctuation.

● Sponsor classes: Nazifa and Coffeeniatics
We still continue our fundraising program with
our sponsorship Nazifa and Coffeniatics. The adult
online classes are progressing very well, all students
are showing great enthusiasm and making great

● The participants of the Coffeenatics are mainly
focusing on the language structural skills. They are
grasping these concepts very well and are eager to
learn. We construct challenging worksheets for them
and they tackle them with great precision. Credit
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Continued...
must go to all that have contributed to helping them
thus far, they are doing exceptionally well.

Award Winners
● Dini (Local Volunteer)
The volunteer of this month is Dini. She helps us
in the local volunteers recruitment process and
she is doing a great job to help the center. She is
a persistent volunteer and always ready to help in
every event at our center.
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March

Center Updates
● English Class-Coffeenatics
Coffeenatics class is going well right now, we can see
they are progressing week to week. These past weeks
we’ve been focusing on their writing skills. The
Coffeenatics staff still have their own difficulties
in learning. But, we can see their eagerness to learn
english and their progress.
● Time flies and we still survive at this moment and
in this COVID situation. The Medan center keeps
trying to make progress about our program and keep
moving forward in spite the many pandemic closure

worldwide. Even not a big move but it’s a big honor
when we can survive with the students, volunteers,
sponsors, and society. One of our latest activities
involves building our Local volunteer teams and
volunteers upgrading. We believe that managing a
team into the details is a big strength before we start
our programs. The Medan center has volunteers who
have dedication and understand about IHF vision so
that we can work together to build this center better.
We have managed the volunteers into 4 divisions
including Education, Public Relation, Research and
Development, and Event/Fundraising.
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Award Winners
Medan center has a lot of outstanding people involved
with passing on the vision of IHF and we want to
award one of the many deserving it each month.
● Volunteer: Maria (At-Home Volunteer)
Maria is one of the At-Home Volunteers that has
played a very helpful role in facilitating and teaching
the Coffeenatics staff in our english online class. She
is a loyal facilitator and teacher, we can see that from
her attentions to remind staff every week to learn and
pay attention to the progress of each Coffeenatics
staff. Her work and competency, she deserves to be
rewarded for her performance.
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Who’s Who?
● Selvi Manik (Co-Director)
● Afif (Manager)
● Dicky (Co-Manager)
● Sriayu (Secretary)
● Elfrida (Treasurer)
● Mega (Head of Education Division)
● Silvia R (Secretary of
Education Division)
● Nurtiandriyani (Head of Research and
Development Division)
● Akbar (Secretary of Research
and Development Division)
● Pertiwi (Head of Event/
Fundraising Division)
● Imel (Secretary of Event/
Fundraising Division)
● Aldo (Head of Public Relation Team)
● Ayu (Secretary of Public Relation)
● Anafa (Head of Public Relation Team)
● Elsa (Secretary of Public Relation)
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April

Center Updates
● Special Activities - Center Clean-up (Spring
cleaning) & Gathering Night: After that we tried to
reconnect with each other by holding the Clean-Up
Centre and “Sharing Our Life Stories “ GatheringNight with all the IHF’s members. We must be
masked and keep a distance. The purpose is to get to
know each other better despite COVID distancing,
and to create a clean, healthy, high-hygiene and
virus-free environment. Also this Gathering-Night
contains a good quality time playing games, and long
talks that lead us to be closer and more intimate to
one another, strengthening our bond and networking.

This activity was done offline at our center and
followed the health protocol, so we has to keep at
distance from each other and talk loud which at tines
was funny. We are learning new ways in a new world
for us during COVID.
● IHF is nervous to continue meeting in person
so we have a challenge of how to become more
intimate with each other and build our awareness
of Indonesia’s current issues. During one of our
gathering times we (Teachers, Volunteers, Teens)
watched a movie called Kinipan, a documentary
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Continued...
film by Watchdoc Documentary. Kinipan tells how
the people’s struggle to defend forest, as well as its
relation to the Omnibus Law, the food estate project,
up to the COVID-19 pandemic. This activity was also
attended by GPS Tembung, a community engaged
in the media of conservation, empowerment, and
humanity around the Tembung river. Can we all watch
a movie online together and share? Won’t be the same
they decided. We worry our volunteers and family
feeling will dissipate if we are unable to meet in person
for so long because of COVID. We hope we can still
sadly meet in person.
● English Class-Coffeenatics & Nazifa School: The
Coffeenatics Staffs and Nazifa School Teachers
class are going well right now, we can see they are
progressing week to week, despite the pandemic
challenges. These past weeks we’ve been focusing
on reading, writing, and speaking class. Hopefully
they could be more understanding and can practice
the lesson in their daily life. We also can see their
eagerness to learn week by week.
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May

Center Updates
● May is a very special month for IHF children and
our Muslim volunteers because Ramadan is set on
May 12, 2021. Likewise with the environment around
Medan Center, previously people fasted for 30 days.
The atmosphere on the highway is very busy when it
is time to break the fast, many people sell takjil, as
well as people who are buyers. But they don’t forget
to walk far apart when possible Ans always wear
masks to prevent transmission of the Coronavirus.
Besides that on the same day, Christian people in
Medan celebrate the Ascension Day of Jesus. We

can see the tolerance of religious communities in our
area and love this about our country of Indonesia.

Events
● The upcoming event that will be held is Open
Book Donation for Medan Center. These donations
are open to the public and the books obtained will
be collected as part of the IHF Medan library. This
donation is open on June. Then the students and
volunteers can borrow the books.
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Fundraising Update
● We continue... As stated above we will still conduct
our online English classes for Nazifa Kindergarten
school teachers and Coffienatics staff since gatherings
are still prohibited due to the pandemic. We believe
online classes will add value to the community and
keeping us together until we officially open our
activities as before.
● Will do... We are going to open book donation for
the Medan center Library that will be useful for our
children and volunteers to increase the literacy of
childrens and volunteers.
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Award Winners
Medan center has a lot of outstanding people involved
with passing on the vision of IHF
Volunteer: Dicky (Local Volunteer)
Dicky is Co-Manager of our local volunteers, he is one
of those people who wants to learn to lead our local
volunteers in developing our center program. He has
responsibility and passion in managing work programs
so that they run well. Dicky is also a person who
respects the opinion of each member before deciding
on a conclusion for each meeting.
Student: Efvan
Efvan is one of Medan Center children, he likes Math,
although his school is closed now because of the
pandemic COVID-19, he still has eagerness to join the
online school from his home everyday. One day, he
wants to be a soldier because he thought soldiers were
cool and great, he also wanted to protect this country
from the dangers. So, he promised himself to be more
diligent and study more to achieve his dream.
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June

Center Updates
● As time goes by, we have passed six months of this
year. Pandemic is still going on very strong, life has
changed dramatically for all our centers Children and
communities. Sadly, almost all of our activities are
online, which is difficult for all our poorest children
without computers. The government is trying to
help develop system to learn on smartphones but
the Internet data given for the phones can only
be used for the school app and learning to study
online. This is very new and difficult for our poorest
children who have no educated parents and the
family must share a phone. We can’t send our

Volunteers safely into the crowded slum areas so
we are feeling quite challenged. We are trying our
best to to help them. This month, our students have
had their final examination for their school and a
holiday is coming. Our volunteers always try to do
their best even though it always so difficult to make
a big impact for Medan Center children and more so
during a pandemic. But we are so grateful that we
can continue and make events for the IHF Medan
Center whether allowed in oerson, or at times online!
Indonesia has one of the worst rates per population
of children completing Highschool. So we must keep
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Continued...
trying. Helping our global children improve their future
creates the worlds brighter future.
● Online Class: As it is still pandemic, we only
opened online classes for our children for Junior and
Senior High School. This month, our children study
english and are taught by our Local Volunteers as
their teacher. The class is doing with Google Meet
application.
● Book Donations: We are so delighted because we
can hold an Open Book Donation event. The purpose
of this Book Donation is to expand the ability of
literacy and reading habits for children, increase the
social awareness of reading importance and widen the
academic and intellectual knowledge of children. The
good quality used donated books later will be useful
and helpful for increasing the hype of learning and
study class. We happily receive any theme of books,
they can be education books, story books, novels,
psycho test books, motivation books, encyclopedia
books, atlas, etc. The Book Donation project will be
held from June 1, 2021 to June 20, 2021.
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Volunteer Update
● Volunteer Gathering with IHF Indonesia’s Volunteers
What a great gathering that we could meet volunteers
of IHF Indonesia from Jakarta, Medan and Bali Center.
We did the online gathering but it feels like an offline
gathering because we could recognize the IHF team
who work and volunteer to make the IHF a better
organization to make a big impact in society. We also
shared one another and playing online games about
music. It was so fun!
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Who’s Who?
● Selvi Manik (Co-Director)
● Kendro (Co-Director)
● Afif (Manager)
● Dicky (Co-Manager)
● Sriayu (Secretary)
● Elfrida (Treasurer)
● Mega (Head of Education Division)
● Silvia R (Secretary of
Education Division)
● Nurtiandriyani (Head of Research and
Development Division)
● Akbar (Secretary of Research
and Development Division)
● Pertiwi (Head of Event/Fundraising Division)
● Imel (Secretary of Event/Fundraising Division)
● Aldo (Head of Public Relation Team)
● Ayu (Secretary of Public Relation)
● Anafa (Head of Public Relation Team)
● Elsa (Secretary of Public Relation)
● Sherly (Secretary of Event/Fundraising Division)
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July

Center Updates
● Online Class: As it is still pandemic, we only
opened online classes for our children for Junior and
Senior High School. This month, our children study
english and are taught by our Local Volunteers as
their teacher. The class is doing with Google Meet
application.
● Book Donations: We are so delighted because we
can hold an Open Book Donation event. The purpose
of this Book Donation is to expand the ability of
literacy and reading habits for children, increase the
social awareness of reading importance and widen
the academic and intellectual knowledge of children.

The -good quality used- donated books later will
be useful and helpful for increasing the hype of
learning and study class. We happily receive any
theme of books, they can be education books, story
books, novels, psycho test books, motivation books,
encyclopedia books, atlas, etc. The Book Donation
project will be held from June 1, 2021 to June 20,
2021.
● The Rubbish Monster Virtual Discussion wit IHF
Indonesia Children: What a quality time that we can
hold this discussion for our IHF Indonesia Students
(Medan, Bali, and Jakarta) about our concern to
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Continued...
educate students about rubbish and the environment.
With our great speaker from the zerowaste
id community who helped us to make this event
successful.

Fundraising
● We continue... As stated above we will still conduct
our online English classes. The ongoing class is with our
sponsor, Coffeenatics Coffeenatics. The class for Nazifa
school is being absent this week due to some consent.
We are still trying to make an impact on people who are
helping us to help communities by giving online English
classes.

Award Winners
Medan center has a lot of outstanding people involved
with passing on the vision of IHF.
Book Donor: Doli Anggito is from Medan City, he has
donated his books for our center and we are so grateful
about it. We hope his book will be very useful for our
students.
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August

Center Updates
● Independence Day celebration: The volunteers and
children were celebrating the independence day of
indonesia virtually. The children participated in some
activities and competition as singing competition,
reading a poem, and quiz. The children from Medan,
Jakarta, Bali were very enthusiastic to participate this
event. Abizaki and Adiva her sister were participating
in all of the competitions. Adiva got the first rank of
quiz competition. She is very active and talented!
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Fundraising Update
Ferdinand got a donation from a generous donor
this month. From the donation he bought shoes, and
some new clothes. Ferdinand and families were very
thankful as it’s very helpful for them in this pandemic
situation.

Award Winners
Medan center has a lot of outstanding people
involved with passing on the vision of IHF:
● Book Donor: Akbar
This month Akbar collected plenty of books from
his friends and family to be donated. He wants the
children to be able accessing quality books anytime.
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September

Center Updates

Events

● The Indonesian government is fast-tracking
COVID-19 vaccine rollouts, especially in areas where
the first dose inoculation rate is below 50 percent,
while the Community Activity Restrictions (PPKM) is
kept extended until today.

● We had to stop At Center Activities again, even
though the children and parents are begging we
continue. It just isn’t health safe: During this
coronavirus pandemic, we are again turning the
classes into online classes. Besides conducting a
fundraising to provide them an internet connection
from home, we are also teaching english and
mentor the children we can reach, but it is very
difficult.

● Since September 10th, Indonesia has been rolling
out vaccines at a rate of 10 million doses per week,
hopefully the Pandemic will be ended soon.
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● Depending on COVID closures and our International and
local volunteers travel restrictions: this September Medan
center will conduct a partnership with GenBi Sumut to
organise an event called KKSU Karya Kreatif Sumatera Utara
(North Sumatra Creative Product). This event is initiated
to stimulate the local small business in Medan sunatera by
training and webinar. We hope it is allowed to proceed.

Fundraising Update
The children we work with this organisation still need a lot of
help and we as the IHF family are working to find better and
innovative ways to help deal with the crises each individual
child is facing. As we are all staring these trying times right in
the face, it has proven extremely difficult to hold fundraising
events. So as of now we are still dependent on donations
from the community to help assist us. We are trying to ensure
no child is left behind. Thank you to all that have given to
this cause, you are well appreciated within this organisation.
Donations are still encouraged.
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Award Winners
Medan center has a lot of outstanding people
involved with passing on the vision of IHF:
● Volunteer: Martha Mega and Silvia Ramadina
(Education team of IHF Medan)
Mega and Silvia are the leaders of Education for IHF
Medan center. Managing the classes, curriculum and
training the local teachers have been done very well.
This month Medan center Will open enrollment for
new students 2021 - 2022.
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October,
November &
December

Center Updates
● We have had our beloved Budi (Student to Teacher
to GLD to Director over the years) and our darling
Budhi, same name and same path from student to
teacher to GLD then Director.
Our wonderful Budhi passed away and we are all
very sad. Our prayers and love to his family and
to everyone who is losing loved ones during this
COVID. Our other much loved and excellent Budi
Director has graduated from University and achieved
his dream job. We are so proud of him.

● Medan PPKM leve now in 2, it means the rule
to strict the activity is still valid. The Indonesian
government mostly concerns how to vaccinate the
citizens all around part of Indonesia by the end of
this year on target and how to limit control activities
for celebrating Christmas and New Year in public
areas due to the COVID-19.
● Since last month, Indonesia has been rolling out
vaccines at a rate of 10 million doses per week and
hopefully the Pandemic will be ended soon.
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Events
● The pandemic is pushing us to close even our few
remaining activities and classes. As Per so many
becoming sick after our last event: Totally no activities
were held at the Medan center. We realize even colds
and flues are spread more easily than ever before
because of our prolonged COVID isolation. During this
latest corona virus variant pandemic, we are turning
all our At Center activities and classes closed. We
will try to reorganize and run the center as soon as is
safely possible. Because of that, our plan is to look for
some areas that are designated a ‘green zone’ and do
activities there in such villages, and all dense city areas
teach online only.

Fundraising Update
● We are focused in collecting used smart phones,
tablets, laptops for children whose homes have
none, nor Internet use for our helping them catch up
with the government curriculum schooling and for
mentoring use for children feeling isolated, depressed
and wanting a friend. We are having a ver difficult time
getting such used tech instruments for the children
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Continued...
- as their is a severe lack during COVID when all families and
children are needing them and there are not enough around.
● The children out there still need a lot of help and we as the IHF
family are working to find better and innovative ways to help deal
with the crises each individual child is facing. We are committed to
running the center of Medan as soon as safely possible.
● As we are all staring these trying times right in the face, it has
proven extremely difficult to hold fundraising events. So as of
now we are still without our normal self sufficiency from global
University groups, trainees and Voluntourists. During COVID we
are dependent on donations from sponsors ans the community to
help assist.  

Award Winners
In the rolling time now at Medan center there is a person who is
helping me to inform, guide and train to finish my report and know
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Continued...
the condition of the Medan center, even if he is not
there every time . His name is Budi, I am really thankful
and appreciative for what he is doing for the Medan
center especially for me.
● Andris (Center Co-Director In Training during COVID)
Andris father became very ill in October and by
December his father was in the hospital and worse.
Unfortunately, Andris also became ill. Fortunately our
beloved Uncle Deny who helped Carol and others
start IHF in Aceh, Jakarta, Bali, and Medan—- has
returned to Medan Center and the IHF Board to help
our Yayasan through this prolonged difficult pandemic
when the children need us more than ever, though
resources for help sparser than ever. Between our
friendships, determination and love, we have gone for
twenty years and will continue for another 20 years
and onward. Just as our original ihf students are now
grown adults, helping out, so will these youth living
through this pandemic. Someday they to will be helping
youth, reminiscing about these pandemic closure years
and their strong belief in helping others and PASSING
IT ON.
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Who’s Who?
Education:

R esearch &

Development:

Event &
Fundraising:

● Chatrin

● Jeki

● Citra

● Lutfi

● Desmon

● Adinda

● Madina

● Arif

● Elizabeth

● Alphiyani

● Andrian

● Raudhatul

● Alfikri

● Gaby

● Desy

● Jesenia

● Intan

● Ria

● Maulidia

● Alda

● Neysa

● Amelia

● Sriayu

● Fathia
● Nicolaus

Public
Relation:

● Ayu
● Hanny

● Sherly

● Nadhira

● Zhafira

● Afif

● Dicky

  

● Jenina
● Silvia A
● Elfrida
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About
Bali is swamped by the tourism industry and the
local Indonesian community have grown reliant
on it for income. Our well established education
centre aims to empower children to be able
to live independently of the tourism industry
if they choose to. Approximately 150 children
attend our school for free English, Maths and
Computing and we often provide a space
for discussion on alternatives to the tourism
industry for careers. We support 30 children
with our T.E.P classes who come from remote
under-resourced villages.
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Who’s Who?
● Nhlalo (Center Director)
● Agus (Local Staff)
● Asep (Local Volunteer)
● Yuni (Local Volunteer)
● Tegar (Local Volunteer)
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January

Center Updates
● This New Year brings hope for all of us worldwide
and more so the Bali Centre. We hope to kick start
our year by fixing our roof but have yet to raise the
money. We are trying, and hopeful, in spite of COVID
lockdown.
● We believe this period is the best for the above
project as schools have still not opened in Bali and
lockdown is strict. This means that we will still not
have children at the centre, making it the opportune
time to have renovations done. We miss the children

and classes, but will continue having online classes
for the few children with internet and smartphones
or laptops. It is a challenge but we are worried to
maintain the children’s levels.
● Our beloved Director, Siti left on 13th of January.
IHF Bali Center, once no longer under COVID
lockdown, will recruit a GLD trained Director, to help
meet the needs of our centre once allowed to safely
open as per the government health officials closely
watching the spread of COVID. We would have
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Continued...
recruited an international volunteer also, but this
will be difficult as international flights are still on
hold in Bali. We hope that with time, we may resume
our normal recruitment process which will see us
have diversity at the centre. We must admit we are
all missing “normal Bali life” And the center full of
children’s laughter. Trying to teach the children online
continues to be very difficult, though we are trying.
We can’t thanks Mariska enough for heading this
struggling effort. Talking over phones is just not the
same as hugging giggling and dancing together, Ans
pray COVID ends soon.
● At the end of this month, IHF is holding an Online
volunteers meeting. For those brave enough to meet
in person, we will keep a safe distance from each
other and be carefully masked. We feel this mostly
online social gathering will be a great space for all our
volunteers to meet and get to know each other
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Continued...
separate from work. We think this event will also boost
their morale, as COVID closures going from a few
months to over a year, and working online, in different
areas and times has a tendency to impede team
cohesion and the humanity that comes with in-person
singing, laughing and daily teamwork.

Award winners
● I Gede Yoga Kerta Dana
Yoga is a nice and quiet kid. He is 11 years old. He
lives not very far from IHF Bali. He is in 6th Grade
in Elementary School. He lives with his parents,
grandfather, and grandmother, He has one brother and
one sister. He loves playing bicycle. He likes to study
science at school. He wants to be a police man when
he grows up and make his parents proud. At IHF Bali
center, Yoga comes to learn Math and English with his
friends. They really enjoy the classes.
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February

Center Updates
● This month has been a trying month for Bali as a
whole. Due to COVID restrictions, local communities
have suffered tremendous setbacks in financial
security. Tourism has taken a major hit, with many
local businesses are closing down due to these
changes. To what has become a song in our monthly
letters, we hope this chapter soon closes, so that the
local economy can be rejuvenated for the prosperity
of our communities.
● The former restrictions have also affected our
centre classes. Children are not able to attend

classes at the centre which has brought about
changes in how we approach their education, mainly
in online classes. We have however found that this
unfortunate event coincided with the lack of Codirectors at the centre due to travel restrictions.
It has hence been an unfortunate blessing, as we
are still waiting on restriction changes and safety
rules: before bringing back our local volunteers and
recruiting both International and local GLD and
trained Co-directors for the Bali Centre.
● Our preparations for the roof have since started.
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We are behind with our schedule on this, as we had
hoped to start renovations in January. We have since
been in consultation with multiple contractors who
have given us quotations that we feel may meet our
financial standings, though any commitments on start
or end dates have been difficult due to COVID and
supply uncertainty. We will also be initiating an online
fund campaign, which we feel may help us meet the
financial demands of the renovations.
● Next month, on the 14th of March, we are
celebrating Nyepi Day, a holy day of silence, fasting
and meditation for the Balinese. This is a time of selfreflection and a day that will see activities in and
around the community halted
as respect for this day. We hope that with reflection,
blessings and appreciation of life and ourselves gives
us more purpose as a people and as the Bali Centre to
continue on our journey.
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Award Winner
● Student of the month: Willya
Willya is one of our students in IHF Bali Center. She
joined IHF when she was in Elementary School. She is
clever and a quiet girl. She loves to learn English. She
is also in our The Education Program (TEP). She is so
thankful to get a sponsor from IHF. It really helps her
to pay her tuition fees at school.
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March

Center Updates
● This month, we celebrated Nyepi Day, a day of
meditation and self reflection in Bali. This year’s
celebration was different, as we did not have our
usual number of Co-directors at the centre. We
are however appreciative of the opportunity to
experience such a respected celebration in Bali
amongst the community.

sponsors who amidst the economic turmoil in the
world currently, have still found it in you to continue
supporting us. We believe in all the good IHF has
done all these years and are trying to survive this
extended, ongoing COVID and government closures.
Phone calls and online teaching is sporadic and
difficult but important.

● We as a centre have also felt it best in light of
COVID, decided to cut down on our expenditure as
a centre. We are really appreciative and grateful for

Award Winner
● Fira is one of our students in SD 4 in Mathematics
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and English class. She is a friendly and kind-hearted
girl. She always smiles at everyone she meets. Now,
she is 11 years and ready to continue her school in SD
5. Fira lives with her parents at home in Buitan near
IHF Bali Center. Fira’s father is a hotel gardener in
Bali and her mother is a housewife. She has a brother
named Ramadhan and a little cute sister named Sahira.
When she was asked what her favorite subject is, she
answered shyly that she loves the Indonesian lesson.
Besides that, she also loves swimming. She is usually
swimming on the beach with her friends before the
sunset comes. One day, she said that she will be a
doctor when she grows up.
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Who’s Who?
● Nhlalo (Center Director)
● Agus (Local Staff)
● Asep (Local Volunteer)
● Yuni (Local Volunteer)
● Tegar (Local Volunteer)
● Mariska (English Teacher)
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April

Center Updates
● We accommodated 8 children on the 17th of April,
who were rehearsing for a school play. We ensured
that masks and proper social distancing rules were
respected, as stipulated by the government. It was
great to have the children at the centre again, as we
have had to implement online mediums of help to
teach our classes.
● Our Online English classes are taught by our lovely
Mariska, who has formed a beautiful relationship
with her students. Our classes are on Tuesdays,
and Wednesdays, subject to the availability of the
students.

● We seek to raise funds to help replace our roof in
Bali. We are still in talks with construction companies
who will help give us a cost-effective breakdown of
our needs. It continues to be very difficult to get
Constuction firms to even travel to our center and
give us concrete start dates during COVID. This
government closure tine is when best to fix the roof,
yet makes both finding bids and donations difficult
when so many are struggling financially. Yet the
traditional grass roofs of both the Guest House and
Main School House are leaking badly and must be
replaced.
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May
&
June
Center Updates
● Our IHF Center sits between a Hindu Village on
one side and a Muslim Village on the other side. We
are fortunate to enjoy and learn from the beautiful
traditions of both. This month, our Muslim village is
observing Ramadan, a holy time of fasting, spiritual
reflection, self-improvement, and heightened
devotion and worship.
● On the 14 of May, we celebrated Eid al-Fitr,
also called the “Festival of Breaking the Fast” or
Lesser Eid, or simply Eid, a celebration by Muslims
worldwide that marks the end of the month-long
dawn-to-sunset fasting of Ramadan.

● Asep, our local Director gave out donations from a
colleague amongst the children in the community. It
was amazing to see, to share food and be invited into
households to celebrate this special time.
● Our English classes are taught by our lovely
Mariska, who has formed a beautiful relationship
with her students. Our classes are on Tuesdays,
and Wednesdays, subject to the availability of the
students.
● With the help of our At-Home Volunteers, we have
managed to identify Indonesian companies with CSR
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Continued...
programmes that may be of needed help to our path
to renovating our roof. Hopefully these relationships
will be lasting ones, relationships that may enable us
to avail sponsorship funds to more children from the
community.
● We are set to initiate an English Teaching programme
that seeks to work with restaurants in Bali. We feel
this would be great advertising for IHF, it will help
us raise funds through an agreed upon percentage
of restaurant sales as appreciation for our English
Lessons. Our Medan ihf Center has successfully done
this, though they had to stop due to COVID. We hope
to use rhis closure time to form such a relationship,
so when both Baki and Medan open to tourists and
others, we are ready. Oh when, oh when, will COVID
end and we be able to fully open again? We miss our in
person activities, children & friends.
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Who’s Who?
● Nhlalo (Center Director)
● Agus (Local Staff)
● Asep (Local Volunteer)
● Yuni (Local Volunteer)
● Tegar (Local Volunteer)
● Mariska (English Teacher)
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July

Center Updates
● Bali Centres Director was sick for much of June
and activities quiet other than online. Our Centre’s
dire need of a new roof has been an ongoing project
for us, stalled by the economic crisis in Bali and
globally, which has affected sponsorships as well
as donations from companies that would have
donated material to help fix our roof. We have
since collaborated with other IHF teams in our
organization to try and gather all our resources to be
able to renovate our roof. We continue to have great
difficulty even finding Construction company’s to
visit and bid during COVID, as well to raise funds for
it.

● We have sent out proposals to various
organizations and companies, whom we feel may be
able to help us. We also ask for your support as the
IHF family, to direct us to individuals and companies
that may help us prepare for the return of our
children.
● Indonesia and our Bali centre is also celebrating
independence day on the 17th of August. We are
happy as a centre to be part of this glorious and
historic occasion for Indonesia. Keeping careful
distancing and masks, we will be celebrating it by
having the national anthem sung by children in our
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Continued...
Indonesia centres which will be found on our website
and social media platforms.
● With the help of our children, who have seen the
benefit of our online classes we have since established
a Junior English class which caters for the young.
We are happy with the initiative the children are
showing, and we hope that through their support and
dedication, we may be able to reach more children,
though struggling for those without laptops or
internet in their homes.
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August

Center Updates
● We are holding a competition with our children to
celebrate independe day for Indonesia.
● The quiz competition will be held on August 21
2021, and a second singing and poetry competition
will be held on August 22, 2021.
● *the theme of poetry competition is Strong
Indonesia, particularly on how Indonesia survived
the pandemic Civid-19. Our children will be given
a three-day deadline to make their own poetry, and
then on 20th of August participants deliver that

poems as a recording to each GLD or local volunteer.
After that, GLD must send the poetry to the event
team for assessments.
● In addition to the aforementioned, in collaboration
with the Medan and Jarkata centre, we will make a
video in celebration of Indonesia’s independence
which will be posted on our website and social media
platforms.
● Currently, we have realized that our new medium
of education is proving to be difficult for the
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Continued...
children to participate regularly. We find that with
the number of children behind and discouraged in
school ( because of the many COVID closures, lack of
computers in hones, and the many festivals in Bali, it
proves difficult for the children to commit fully online.
With their parents, we are working on mitigating this
problem to find suitable village internet places, the
access time, as well as communication that may enable
the children to attend regularly.
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September

Center Updates
● August into September is normally a very crowded,
busy tourist time in Bali. It is strange to find yet
another year of no tourists and families hidden inside
far more than normal. This month of September
has seen little activity at our centre. Due to the
restrictions becoming far stricter yet again, we have
found it difficult to hold activities at our centre.
Schools are still closed and we have been trying to
find a balance with our online classes.
● Our online classes run on a Tuesday, Wednesday,

Fridays and Sundays. These days are flexible
however, as we find that the ceremonies in Bali
sometimes coincide with our class dates. We are
grateful to our teacher Mariska as well as the
teachers from our new partnership for their patience
and continued dedication to work.
● The Bali centre has been the main source of
income for all our Indonesia centres in our past
twenty years. Most of our funds came from
voluntourists, who assisted us by using our facilities
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Continued...
for a price and also volunteering during their stay with
us. This has however been difficult considering the
travel restrictions and the closure of our border. We
do hope that once the border opens, we will also open
our doors to voluntourists, so that we are able to have
self sufficiency and sustainable income as a centre
nice again.
● In addition, we are planning on raising funds for
our centre and the renovation of our roof through
the #Save the Bali Roof initiative. We will have a
final campaign day at the Bali Film festival, if it isn’t
cancelled and if Non Profits ( Yayasans) are again
allowed to participate. We have found that our current
budget does not fully cater for the amount needed to
fix our roof, and with the rainy season upon us, there
are chances that our roof may deteriorate further
without renovation.
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Center Updates
The Bali Center continues with Online outreach, but the building is Closed for
Fourth Quarter, due to the leaking roof needing repairs and the new COVID
outbreak. We focused on fundraising to repair the leaking roof and old plumbing as
well as continued safe online teaching for those few children with internet access
and a laptop. This has been quite difficult with worldwide lockdown but all are doing
their best and we are proud of the children, their families and our volunteers for
their determination to keep going for however long the pandemic and lockdown
lasts. We opened this place on Bali celebrating the 2000 Millennium in Bali, with
new idea of what the future held, many in Bali and elsewhere afraid on disaster not
just online but worldwide. All survived and Balinese dancing singing and beautiful
ceremonies continued onward between many challenges. Now, here we are in
December looking to January 1st, 2022, and a Pandemic has closed down activities
for much the world, and are main source if funding all these years. But we have
survived and believe we will survive through this pandemic and all the years to
come, because we unite as volunteers Local and worldwide, in the belief that all
children’s welfare must come first, for the world itself to survive and have a better
tomorrow. Despite our many differences as volunteers, and donors, this one belief
unites us.
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Ade Sucipto
I am Ade Sucipto, from International Humanity
Foundation Jakarta, Indonesia. Before coming to IHF;
I was one of the students in Yayasan Kuncup Mekar
Wangi (Free Course For The Poor). I first met IHF CEO,
Carol, at Yayasan and where she introduced IHF to us.
At that time I was still a new High School student, and
my financial wasn’t really good and it became problem
for my education. Thank God I met with my mom,
Carol (The IHF Founder) ya I now call her mom. She
asked me to join with IHF so that she could help me
with my education and then I decided to join with IHF.
In IHF Jakarta center, I wasn’t the only child who lived
there. We were about nine children who stayed here at
that time. We lived as part of the IHF Family because
we ate, studied and played together. Moreover, we
also had a free course (Bimbel Gratis) program which
is still running even today for the poor and many
students come to study in IHF through this program.
We have some classes running in our center such as
English, Math, Computer and also Life skill. They’re
so happy to study here because they learn something
that they don’t get in their school such as computer
lesson, learning English with the foreigners (Native
Speaker) and also they’ve got many new friends.

“I am so thankful
for what IHF has
done to me and many
Indonesian kids. It’s
really meaningful for
us.”
ADE SUCIPTO
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In IHF, we have so many volunteers coming from all over the world such as America, Australia, England, China
and etc. They come here with their own money. They come here to be volunteers and help us to develop our
skills and motivate us to keep studying so that we can reach our dreams. I felt lucky and grateful to become
part of IHF Family because I have learned so many things from this wonderful place such as languages, many
different cultures and also technology.
I am so thankful for what IHF has done to me and many Indonesian kids. It’s really meaningful for us. Today,
I reached my dream with the help of IHF to become a teacher. I teach in a school called Embun Pagi Islamic
School, for elementary students. I teach English, Science and Math for my beloved students.
I have become IHF Board Member since 2009. My job is to make sure that the IHF free classes program keep
running well for the poor, being one of IHF Board Members has given me much lessons such as responsibility,
leadership, public speaking skills and etc. One of the reasons that inspire me to be volunteer or board member
in IHF is that I have seen many poor kids that don’t have access to good education because their economic
condition is not too good so I want to help them as much as I can through IHF. Until today, I am still meeting
many amazing volunteers from Indonesia also from abroad. I hope with the help of IHF volunteers, we can
make a better world together and make a difference in people’s lives. Thank you so much IHF.

Ade, IHF Board Member
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Yearly Budget=
$15 0,0 00 U S D

Teaching Students=
1,5 00 - 3 ,000

Trained Volunteers=
1000
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IHF Funding and Financials

IHF’s yearly budget and contributions are $150,000 USD for all these programs, children and communities
served day in and day out month after month every year. We also train around 1,000 volunteers (working
both from their homes and at our centers) on various teams and projects. The $150,000 (USD) is a very, very
tight budget and requires that we are run entirely by volunteers and depend heavily on in-kind donations.
We live extremely simply in order to be able to cover the costs of our various programs. Exact numbers for
each program that is run at various centers is available month by month. IHF teaches between 1,500 to
3,000 students for free each month, depending on the month and time of year (because of holidays etc.).
There is also variation from year to year depending on funding and other projects born out of emergencies
i.e. The Tsunami in Indonesia, floods in Thailand, drought in Kenya, the postelection conflict in Kenya, Java’s
earthquake. All these have at periods reduced our funds for classes to meet these needs. However, IHF has
faithfully taught at least 1,500 students’ month in and month out for free and often twice that.
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E D U C AT I O N C E N T E R S
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C H I L D R E N ’ S H O M E - K E N YA
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Support IHF
If you would like to support the International
Humanity Foundation you can do so by
sponsoring our various programs. You may like
to support our online classes, for example,
which will help us to be able to give a free
education for these children so they will have a
better chance in life. You can also support IHF
by volunteering for IHF. As a volunteer, you will
gain knowledge about managing an NGO and
have a chance to meet fellow volunteers from
various backgrounds and countries.
Head over to IHF’s website to find out more.
You can access the website here.
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Thank you
FOR PROVIDING
HOPE FOR OUR
C H I L D R E N.

Thank you
FOR CHANGING
LIVES.
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@intlhumanity

ihfonline

International Humanity Foundation

